Delivering Increased Value, Enhanced Capability and Affordability

Lot 15-17 F-35 Quantities

398
Total F-35s

$30B
Contract for Lots 15-17

Lot 15-17 Air Vehicle Unit Price

From Lot 14 to 17, the F-35A (US) aircraft vehicle cost on average only increased 6.5%, less than the rate of inflation.

Affordability

Price Reduction

Avg. Unit Price Reduction Across All Variants Since 2011

$65%

Blueprint for Affordability (Since 2014)

$7B
In Savings

400+
Initiatives Completed

Aggregate Demand

Bulk purchasing of parts across production, sustainment and modernization enables lower prices

Growing the F-35 Global Fleet to 1,300+

Lot 15-17 Includes the First F-35s for Belgium, Finland and Poland

Enhanced Capability

TR-3 [Tech Refresh 3] introduces an open mission systems architecture that enables more rapid incorporation of future upgrades.

25x
More Computing Power

Enhanced Panoramic Cockpit Display

Powers the Most Advanced Sensor Fusion Suite and Enables Future Block 4 Capabilities